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Dear Excellences, 

Friends of Europe and friends of Japan, 

Introduction 

Let me first thank the organizers for inviting me to take part in the commemoration of 

the victims and the heroes of the Great East Japan Earthquake. There is no better way 

to do it but through own collective efforts to build more resilient societies. 

Let me to say something about the international relations. It is important to recognise 

that in the beginning of 21st century we have more fragmentation and diversity in the 

world, exactly at the time when we need more solidarity and unity. We are facing more 

frequent and devastating natural disasters, and climate change is going to make this 

trend even more pervasive. We also have more people and more economic wealth, so 

when a disaster hits more people are affected and there is a bigger loss. So, as tempting 

it is to resolve a problem on a bilateral or regional basis, we should not forget that the 

world is getting smaller and smaller and we are more and more interdependent. 

Therefore, we have to keep an eye on the necessity as a global community to nurture 

the relations that will make us stronger in a more fragile future.  

What happened in Japan had a ripple effect on the whole world, showing our inter-

dependence. A change in the industrial output in Japan led to a wave of impact all the 

way to Europe, where a Honda factory in the UK had to switch to a two days week 

because of lack of spare parts to continue production. We also had to rethink our energy 

policies in light of the Fukushima disaster. 

As Commissioner for over four years, I have seen enormous suffering. Tragedies caused 

by the cruelty of men – as is the case in Syria, the Central African Republic or in South 

Sudan. But also tragedies caused by force of nature – from the Haiti earthquake to the 

recent typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines. In all my memories, the Great East Japan 

earthquake holds a very special place because of three reasons: 

- First, because of the enormity of its impact and the realisation that even the best 

prepared country in the world can be brought to its knees by the force of nature.  

- Second, because of the incredible bravery and solidarity of the Japanese people. I 

have never seen society so able to stand tall when a terrible disaster happens.  

- And most importantly, because of the determination of Japan since, to make its 

own country more resilient in the future and help the whole world to adopt the cause of 

resilient societies. 

I cannot think of a better example to illustrate the Japanese resilience than the young 

figure skater Yuzuru Hanyu who recently skated his way to gold in Sochi. He fell, but 

that did not stop him from getting up and winning. And he comes from Sendai. He had 

to run in his skates out of the ice rink when the earthquake started. After the disaster, 

he had to scramble for a place to train and money to pay for his training. This example 

of resilience, is one I hold in my mind, right next to all I have seen when I visited Japan 

after the disaster. 

Europe is already benefitting from Japan's determination, because we have made 

disaster risk management a component of our bilateral cooperation: through a political 

declaration in 2011 during the EU-Japan Summit; by formulating and formalizing our 

bilateral ties with the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Tourism through an exchange 

of letters; by deepening our cooperation with JICA.  

JICA is now part of our family here in the EU. We did two joint seminars on resilience in 

Tokyo, which JICA hosted. We have also been very successful in identifying field level 

operational cooperation, especially in Africa, in countries which are most vulnerable to 
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natural disasters. And we look forward to hosting JICA at the EU Resilience Forum this 

April. I see that through this very fruitful cooperation we come up with better ideas and 

our friends in Japan see the extended family of Europe as one they can also build their 

operational programming on.   

Let me stress three areas in building a more resilient future where the EU and Japan 

share a common vision.  

 

Making the economic case for disaster risk management 

The first area is to make the economic case for disaster risk management. We have been 

working with Japan to build competencies not only in our own countries, but also in 

international financial institutions that have enormous influence over the mind-set of 

policy makers. Together with the World Bank, Japan and the EU have launched "Closing 

the loop", a bi-annual debate on the economic case for disaster management. It has 

allowed us to have a much better understanding of the damage-cost paradigm. Not only 

we now understand better that it is in our self- interest to invest in resilience, but we 

also have the data of the benefits of investing in resilience. A dollar, a euro or a yen 

invested in resilience leads to 4 to 7 times returns in terms of reduction of cost.  

We have understood the very deep structural problem of how we deal with disaster risk 

management.  

Currently we are still primarily funding response activities (up to 96 % of our investment 

in this area) and invest very little in preparedness and prevention. Turning this upside 

down pyramid around requires systematic analytical work and investment decisions. I 

can proudly say that the EU has now adopted a new legislation which is very strongly 

emphasising preparedness and prevention. We require in our structural and cohesion 

funds in the next seven years that disaster risk reduction is integrated. And we give our 

Member States the tools to understand their risks and demand money from the EU to 

invest in the risks and hazards they face.  

Making disaster risk management everybody's business, and especially an economically 

viable one, is very important. We need to penetrate the economic and finances thinking 

across countries and this is where I believe the EU and Japan are making real difference. 

 

Building a broad-based domestic coalition for action 

The second area is building a broad-based domestic coalition for action. In this area we 

could do more together by thinking of ways to bring the business community and policy 

makers together. 

In EU we have already started to work in that direction – engaging the insurance 

industry, and this could be of a global interest. The insurance industry needs to be 

regulated by the policy makers in a way that it becomes a powerful tool for signalling 

danger, in other words relating insurance premium to risk. We need to create flexible 

system for bringing together individual citizens, households and industry up to speed 

with the more frequent risks.  

Another thing that we could do is to work with business communities on creating policy 

incentives for investment in disaster risk reduction. For example, by establishing 

certification schemes similar to ecolabelling – businesses could be given low insurance 

premium if they are more resilient and certified for having invested in disaster risk 

management. This is an area we could look at together and think of possibilities of 

providing practical instruments for resilience.  
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Building a broad international coalition for action 

The third area is international cooperation. There are two very big blocks of collaboration 

with Japan which are already producing results.  

The first one is how we work in third countries. It is very clear that we are mandated to 

focus on building resilient societies in the most disaster-prone countries, especially in the 

low income disaster-prone countries where there are also conflicts. Otherwise they will 

stay forever in a status of permanent crisis. I think we can unite our efforts in that 

aspect.  

The second area is the post-Hyogo Framework for Action. Japan will host a conference 

on Disaster Risk Reduction in Sendai in March 2015. I have been twice in Sendai since 

the earthquake, witnessing the quick recovery of the city. I have no doubt that the 

meeting in Sendai next year will be a major learning experience for everybody.  

I also expect that there, in Sendai, we will have the capacity as global community to set 

goals which are in line with the challenges to face in a more fragile world. In the EU we 

are working hard with all parts of the Commission and EU Member States to create our 

vision for the post-Hyogo framework, emphasising five topics.  

1) How to create accountability and transparency for preparedness and prevention? 

2) How to work towards indicators for resilience and a framework for results that 

help us measure whether we are making progress towards more resilient future? 

3) How to integrate disaster risk management into smart green growth? For some 

companies in Europe this is an area of competitive strength. For instance, flood 

management services are important for Netherlands, where 70 % of the country's GDP 

is produced below sea level. 

4) How to think of disaster risk management in a comprehensive manner?  We are 

discussing its economic case and technical aspects, but there are also policy and 

diplomacy dimensions that need to be addressed in their totality.  

5) And last but not least, how to be strong in building bridges across the world? 

Disasters unite people. Today the families of the passengers of the Malaysia Airlines 

Flight MH370 that got lost are united; the countries are also uniting their efforts in order 

to find the passengers. But why do we have to wait for the terrible thing to happen to be 

united, why don't we have the capacity to not unite beforehand?  

I would like to end up by saying that my main message today is very simple – the best 

way to commemorate those who have fallen because of the force of nature is make the 

world safer.  And as the tradition goes Ambassador, I wrote a haiku: 

Three years have passed 

But the memories are strong 

Of when the earth shook 
 

Boats inside cities 

Homes turned into rubble, lives crushed 

Japan is mourning 
 

Honour the heroes -  

They want the world to be safe  

For all our children 


